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Ion Coulomb crystals as  
Analog quantum simulators
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Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
Trapped ions (effective models)
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one-component plasmas



One-component plasma  
(homogeneous system, 3D)

Coupling parameter:

Wigner-Seitz radius

Strong correlations:

Crystallization (transition to spatial order):

D. Dubin and T. O’Neil, RMP 1999.



Coulomb systems  
in a lab





Coulomb gas in atomic physics

1) Gas of ionized atoms:  
usually singly-ionized alkali-earth metals  
(e.g. Berillium, Calcium, Magnesium). 
Radiation is absorbed and emitted in the visible.



Coulomb gas in atomic physics

1) Gas of ionized atoms:  
usually singly-ionized alkali-earth metals. 
Radiation is absorbed and emitted in the visible. 

2) Confinement by external potentials: 
Paul (radiofrequency) or Penning traps. 

Possibility to control the number of ions and the shape of the cloud 

Linear Paul trap:

Effective harmonic force 

Innsbruck Ion trap



Coulomb gas in atomic physics

1) Gas of ionized atoms:  
usually singly-ionized alkali-earth metals. 
Radiation is absorbed and emitted in the visible. 

2) Confinement by external potentials: 
Paul (radiofrequency) or Penning traps.  

3) Crystallization:  
Low thermal energies are achieved by laser cooling. 
           Cooling down to few microKelvin.  



Crystallization: 
cooling via lasers

Radiation and matter exchange energy and momentum 
Cooling: enhancement of photon-scattering processes  
which remove energy

Laser Photon 
Frequency ω

ω < ω’: energy is transferred from the crystal to the photons 
            Cooling down to few microKelvin.  

Emitted photon  
Frequency ω’

(M. Drewsen & coworkers, Aahrus)



Trapped ions and Nobel Foundation

And also: Ramsey (1989), Chu, Cohen-Tannoudji, Phillips (1997), Haroche (2012) 

Dehmelt (1989) Paul (1989) Wineland (2012)



High-precision measurements  

Simulation of astrophysical systems 

Ultracold chemistry 

Quantum-based technologies

Crystals of ions in traps: Applications

Quantum simulators, quantum metrology, 
Quantum computing. 

Aarhus, Berkeley, Boulder, Freiburg, Erlangen, Innsbruck, London, Mainz, 
Marseille, Michigan, München, Oxford, Paris, PTB, Saarbrücken, Siegen, 
Sussex, .... 

Cirac, Zoller, Retzker, Plenio, Altman, Porras, Solano, Duan, ...     



Engineering long-range 
interactions with trapped ions

Based on engineering the coupling between phonons and 
spins (Wunderlich, Porras, Cirac, Plenio, Retzker, Solano, 
Zoller…) 

Porras and Cirac, PRL 2004



Engineering long-range 
interactions with trapped ions

Picture: Chris Monroe’s group

Based on engineering the coupling 
between phonons and spins 
(Wunderlich, Porras, Cirac, Plenio, 
Retzker, Solano,…) 

Experiments:  
Blatt, Bollinger, Monroe, Schätz, 
Wineland, Wunderlich 
.... 



What about the system itself?



Outline

• An unusual form of condensed matter 

• Structural transitions: platform for studying 
criticality 

• Novel paradigma of friction



Ion chains: an unusual 
form of condensed matter



Low dimensional structures
C. Cormick, G. Morigi - Linear-zigzag transition in an optical cavity - Aarhus, December 2011 7/28

Linear-zigzag transition in an ion chain

For �t � �a, the ions form a
linear chain.

Relaxing the transverse
trapping a transition to a
zigzag takes place. [Birkl et al., Nature 357, 310 (1992)]

The transition is driven by
the instability
of the soft mode:



The ion chain

In textbooks (Ashcroft and Mermin):

Periodic distribution: Bloch theorem 
Long-range interaction (Coulomb): no sound velocity



The ion chain in a linear trap

(M. Drewsen and coworkers, Aarhus)

  1D structure (ion chain)

Inhomogeneous distribution: NO Bloch theorem 

Long-range interaction:  
pertubation theory with Bloch waves does not converge



Charge density at equilibrium 

Continuum limit: mean field description for 1D
Linear density: Length of the chain:

D. Dubin, PRE 1997.

at leading order in 1/log N

Naive continuum limit:  
Apply Gauss theorem for a 3D  
uniform cloud and project on 1D

2L



Charge density at equilibrium 

Continuum limit: mean field description for 1D

Linear density:

Length of the chain:

D. Dubin, PRE 1997.

at leading order in 1/log N



Harmonic vibrations  
around the equilibrium positions

Fourier modes



Normal modes – Ring

transverse motion

No axial confinement: periodic distribution 
Modes are phononic waves with quasimomentum k in BZ

Spectra of excitations

axial motion



Trap: Spectra of excitations

Transverse spectrum

Axial spectrum

Transverse trap frequency



Trap: Spectra of excitations

Transverse spectrum

Axial spectrum

Transverse trap frequency

Long wavelength modes

Long wavelength modes

Bulk mode

Stretch mode

Bulk mode

Stretch mode



Trap: Spectra of excitations

Transverse spectrum

Axial spectrum

Short wavelength modes

Short wavelength modes

Zigzag mode

Zigzag mode



Long-wavelength modes

Equilibrium position

Interparticle distance

Linear density



Long-wavelength modes

Continuum approximation (away from ends):



Long-wavelength modes

Jacobi Polynomials differential equation

Leading order in

Eigenmodes: 

Axial Eigenfrequencies: 

Transverse Eigenfrequencies: 



Short-wavelength modes

They are localized at the chain center 
(where the distance is smaller)

The distance in the chain center is
uniform

The short-wavelength modes are to good 
approximation sinusoidal waves

demonstrate with phonon-like approximation

jAslowly varying
( )i kja t

j jq A e ω−=



Statistical Mechanics
Quantization of the vibrations

Canonical ensemble

One-dimensional behaviour:

Density in the center fixed

Thermodynamic limit:



Specific Heat

Non extensive behaviour at low temperatures in the  
thermodynamic limit:  

•Due to long-range Coulomb interaction 

•It is a quantum effect (at high-T Dulong-Petit holds) 

low temperature estimate



Relative energy fluctuation

Equivalence of ensembles



Validity of the assumption of a 
Canonical ensemble

Ions are laser cooled (thermal distribution?)

Thermalization by collisions: 
the N-1 ions are a reservoir for each ion in the chain

Role of anharmonicities? 
(Fermi-Pasta-Ulam paradigma)

Statistical mechanics of a chain of oscillators?



Ion chains as thermal reservoirs?

• In the harmonic chain the dynamics is integrable 

• The rest of the chain acts as a bath for a single ion 
(when thermalization rate is faster than recurrence) 



Thermalization  
and entanglement



Effective dynamics of one ion

Langevin equation:

damping kernel

Spectral density (Fourier transform of the damping kernel)



Effective dynamics of one ion

Langevin equation:

damping kernel

Spectral density (Fourier transform of the damping kernel)

Its properties are determined by the excitation spectrum of 
the chain:



Spectral properties (reminder)

Ohmic reservoir (thermalization)



Engineering the spectral properties

and



Thermalization  
of one impurity defect?
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Thermalization  
of one impurity defect .

z

x

y

... ...

Revival time

Thermalization occurs for any initial state.  
The rate scales with the coupling strength 



What about two impurity defects?

z

x

y

... ...



About stationary quantum 
correlations



Stationary quantum correlations II



Entanglement & Symmetries

• Chain with periodic boundary conditions: Discrete 
translational invariance, no entanglement beyond 
nearest-neighbours. 

• Impurity defects: discrete translational invariance is 
broken. Symmetry per reflection 

• Symmetry: Decoherence Free Subspaces?

z

x

y

... ...



Symmetries

Center-of-mass and relative coordinates

Defects

Bulk ions



Spectral density for distant defects
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Spectral density for distant defects

z

x

y

... ...

thermalize



Spectral density for distant defects

z

x

y

... ...

changing the frequency of the defects: switch the bath from 
Markovian to non-Markovian.

entangle



Thermalization “generates” 
entanglement

Covariance matrix for the two impurities (t=0)



Thermalization “generates” 
entanglement

In terms of COM and relative motion (t=0)



Thermalization “generates” 
entanglement

Time evolution thermalizes relative motion



Thermalization “generates” 
entanglement

Cross-correlations  
between the defects



cross correlations can be  
 quantum

• Initially squeezed defects: The COM is squeezed (s) 

• Relative motion is thermalized (T) 

• Large s and low T: the two orthogonal quadratures are 
below the standard quantum limit

Entanglement is two-mode squeezing (EPR)

< 1 



Logarithmic negativity

< 1 

We analyse entanglement from the partial 
transpose of the covariance matrix

using the logarithmic negativity
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Dynamics of Entanglement 

distance d=5a, chain of 50 ions in a thermal state 
(ions: Calcium, impurity defects: Indium). 



Scaling with the number of ions 

Curves for N=800,1000,1200 ions



Scaling with the distance

slow decay with the distance



Detection

locally coupling spin and mode

Perform tomography of the defects density matrix by

measuring

this gives access to 

where the coefficients can be varied by changing the pulse areas
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